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An analytical expression is found for the accurate ab initio potential energy curve of the fluorine
molecule that has been determined in the preceding two papers. With it, the vibrational and
rotational energy levels of F2 are calculated using the discrete variable representation. The
comparison of this theoretical spectrum with the experimental spectrum, which had been measured
earlier using high-resolution electronic spectroscopy, yields a mean absolute deviation of about
5 cm−1 over the 22 levels. The dissociation energy with respect to the lowest vibrational energy is
calculated within 30 cm−1 of the experimental value of 12 953±8 cm−1. The reported agreement of
the theoretical spectrum and dissociation energy with experiment is contingent upon the inclusion of
the effects of core-generated electron correlation, spin-orbit coupling, and scalar relativity. The
Dunham analysis Phys. Rev. 41, 721 1932 of the spectrum is found to be very accurate. New
values are given for the spectroscopic constants. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
DOI: 10.1063/1.2805392
I. INTRODUCTION
The quantum mechanical ab initio calculations in the
two preceding papers1,2 have accounted for all physical in-
teractions that are expected to have a bearing on the potential
energy curve for the ground state dissociation of F2 with an
error bar of a few tenths of a millihartree: electronic corre-
lations as well as relativistic effects including spin-orbit cou-
pling. These energies were obtained at 13 internuclear dis-
tances along the dissociation curve. In the present
investigation, we examine whether this ab initio information
is adequate to determine the potential energy curve well
enough for the calculation of the rotation-vibration spectrum
and, if so, how well the resulting spectrum agrees with the
known experimental data.
Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation,3 the
nuclear motion is determined by a potential energy surface4,5
that is determined through electronic quantum mechanics.
While group theory can elucidate certain global features of
energy landscapes,6–9 quantitatively accurate potential en-
ergy surfaces are needed in many contexts. Thus, chemical
reaction rates10–15 are sensitive to energy barriers calculated
for transition structures, and thermodynamic properties16,17
depend on the accuracy of the calculated harmonic and an-
harmonic frequencies.18 This demand is motivating work on
ab initio methods capable of yielding the desired
accuracy4,5,19–21 and the search for new methodological
approaches.22–27 Interest also continues in methods for de-
ducing accurate potential energy functions directly from ob-
served vibrational spectra.28–30 The best available potential
energy curves are also useful in the modeling of “universal”
potential energy functions.31–33 A valuable tool in assessing
the quality of theoretical potential energy surfaces is the
spectroscopy of diatomic molecules.34,35
For a long time, the molecules H2,
36 H2
+
,
37–39
and H3
+
Refs. 40 and 41 were the only ones for which ab initio
calculated potential energy surfaces existed that yielded
vibration-rotation levels within 1 cm−1 of the experimental
measurements. In recent years, however, this situation has
begun to change. For the LiH+ ion three electrons, the low-
est five vibrational energy spacings were calculated by Bubin
and Adamowicz42 within 0.1 cm−1 of the experimental
values.42 For the LiH molecule four electrons, Bubin
et al.43 obtained the 0→1 transition energy within 1 cm−1 of
the experimental value. Ab initio calculations for the Be2
molecule eight electrons were performed by Martin44 and
by Gdanitz.45 The former obtained the lowest four vibra-
tional energy spacings, the only ones observed experimen-
tally, with a mean absolute deviation MAD of 9.1 cm−1, the
latter with a MAD of 4.9 cm−1. Gdanitz45 also calculated
seven additional levels.
Potential energy surfaces for the ten-electron systems HF
and H2O have also been reported. For the latter, Polyansky
et al.46 calculated the vibrational band origins. They list 12
of them explicitly and report standard deviations from the
experimental values averaging over all 104 observed bandaElectronic mail: ruedenberg@iastate.edu
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origins, obtaining a value of 7.9 cm−1 for the nonrelativistic
calculation, of 4.2 cm−1 after inclusion of relativistic correc-
tions, and of 1.9 cm−1 after further inclusion of quantum
electrodynamic and Born-Oppenheimer diagonal correction
effects. The HF molecule has been treated in several
studies.47–50 The best of these, by Cardoen and Gdanitz,50
includes core correlations and relativistic effects. The mean
absolute deviation is 21 cm−1 for the 19 vibrational energy
transitions from the lowest level, the maximum deviation
from experiment of 77 cm−1 occurring for the highest level,
v=19.
Other ab initio calculations of diatomic molecules with
two heavy nuclei51–57 have come less close to the experimen-
tal spectra. Laidig et al.51 performed one of the earliest
ab initio studies of the vibrational levels of N2 and F2. They
calculated the vibrational energy spacings of the lowest five
levels using a multireference MR linearized coupled-cluster
method and a basis set of “better than” double zeta plus
polarization quality. The errors in the vibrational level spac-
ings of N2 vary from 72 to 75 cm−1, and those for F2 vary
from 83 to 111 cm−1. Li and Paldus52 have calculated the N2
potential energy curve using their eight-reference reduced
multireference RMR method with a cc-pVTZ basis, not
including correlating core electrons and relativity effects.
The vibrational levels they calculated yield errors of
100 cm−1 for v=19, which is surprisingly close consider-
ing the smallness of the basis set and the approximations
used. Recent work of Nooijen and Le Roy53 reports potential
energy curves and spectroscopic constants for N2 and O2
derived from up to eight low lying vibrational energy levels.
Here, as in the work of Laidig et al.,51 the use of the small
cc-pVDZ basis stands in the way of a realistic vibrational
spectrum. The best ab initio potential energy values for the
N2 molecule are those of Gdanitz54 based on the
r12-MR-ACPF method with an spdfgh basis, including core
correlation but no relativistic effects. Using novel functional
forms for the potential energy curve, Le Roy et al.30 have
deduced an analytical potential energy curve from Gdanitz’
ab initio data,54 calculated the vibrational spectrum, and
compared it with the spectrum obtained from a near-exact
potential derived from the spectroscopic data the “recom-
mended experimental potential” of Ref. 30. They30 found
vibrational level deviations ranging from 35 cm−1 for v=19
up to 210 cm−1 for higher v.
One has to infer that the attainment of a MAD of
20 cm−1 or less for the vibrational levels of diatomic mol-
ecules with two heavy nuclei places high demands on the
level of theory regarding the recovery of correlation, the
quality of the basis sets, and the necessity of considering
core effects and relativistic corrections.
For the F2 molecule, containing two heavy nuclei and 18
electrons, very accurate calculations have so far only been
made in a limited region around the equilibrium distance,
where the coupled-cluster methodology is effective. From
this local part of the potential energy curve, the spectroscopic
constants Re and e are then determined. Thus, Ruden
et al.58 reported accurate ab initio values for Re and e, and
Heckert et al.59 reported an accurate Re value. These calcu-
lations offer an improvement over other, mostly earlier
results.60–68 Additional spectroscopic constants have been
calculated by ab initio means by various authors69–75 em-
ploying relatively large basis sets and reasonably high levels
of theory, with and without core correlations, but without
relativistic corrections. Earlier work is based on relatively
small basis sets.76 A comprehensive review of theoretically
predicted spectroscopic constants of F2 was given by Pittner
et al.77
There also exists an ab initio study78 of vibrational levels
in three electronically excited singlet states of F2 5 levels in
two  states and 30 levels in a  state. Here, the devia-
tions of the calculated harmonic frequencies from the experi-
mental data range from 100 to 700 cm−1.
A considerable number of ab initio investigations of the
F2 molecule focus on method development.79–93 In this con-
text, the comparison to full configuration interaction CI
benchmarks is relevant which automatically limits the size of
usable basis sets. Thus, even though the full dissociation
curve may be calculated, no attempts are made to determine
the spectrum.
So far only the lowest 5 vibrational levels of the
1g
+ ground state of F2 have been calculated.51,55–57 The
0→1 transition energy was obtained within 1.7 cm−1 in Ref.
55 and within 48.8 cm−1 in Ref. 57. As yet, no attempt has
been made to obtain the full potential energy curve with an
accuracy that would warrant calculating the full vibration
rotation spectrum see also the Note added in proof.
In the present investigation, we use the potential energy
curve determined in the preceding two papers1,2 to calculate
the dissociation energy as well as the full vibration rotation
spectrum. The dissociation energy has recently been deter-
mined by Yang et al.94 using ion-pair dissociation imaging.
The vibration rotation spectrum had been measured in 1976
at the Herzberg Institute in Ottawa by means of high-
resolution electronic spectroscopy.95 The mean absolute de-
viation between the 22 experimentally observed and our
ab initio calculated levels turns out to be 5–6 cm−1.
We are using the conversion factor: 1 mhartree
219.4746 cm−1.
II. ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION OF THE POTENTIAL
ENERGY CURVE
In order to be able to solve the Schrödinger equation for
the vibration-rotation spectrum numerically, we must be able
to calculate the molecular energies at arbitrary points along
the dissociation path. Numerous formulas have been devel-
oped since the earliest days of quantum mechanics for the
representation of diatomic potential energy curves. Good re-
cent discussions of this subject are given in the book by
Ogilvie35 and in several reviews.96 Recent developments can
be found in Refs. 30, 47, 49, and 50. In the context of the
present work, we felt that it would be most effective if we
could find an analytical expression that would cover the en-
tire range and still be sufficiently flexible to represent accu-
rately all 13 ab initio calculated energies of Table IV of the
preceding paper.2
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A. Even-tempered representation
For more than a quarter of a century, the even-tempered
exponential and Gaussian expansions97–99 have proven to be
a remarkably flexible as well as effective tool for the con-
struction of the radial parts of atomic basis orbitals in many
contexts. They are defined as
fR = 
k
ak exp− kR, k = 0,1,2, . . . ,K , 1a
gR = 
k
ak exp− kR2, k = 0,1,2, . . . ,K , 1b
respectively. The geometric-series-type exponent sequence
k not only reduces the nonlinear parameter fitting to an
easily manageable task but, equally importantly, also greatly
delays the onset of linear dependence with increasing expan-
sion basis size. This is because one readily verifies that
gk	gk+1
gk	gk
gk+1	gk+1
−1/2
is a function of  only and not a function of k ,
where gk denotes any one of the expansion functions in the
expressions of Eq. 1. This implies that the gk are “evently
distributed” over the function space they span. On the other
hand, notwithstanding the simple form of the exponent se-
quence, expansions of the form 1 have proven extremely
flexible and they can also readily express functions that have
an arbitrary number of maxima and minima.
We have now found that such expansion bases also offer
a practical vehicle for the representation of a diatomic poten-
tial energy curve as a function of the internuclear distance. In
view of the near-Gaussian decay found in Sec. III A of the
preceding paper2 for the F2 dissociation curve between 1.6
and 2.8 Å, we chose here the expansion 1b in terms of
even-tempered Gaussian functions. In other systems, the ex-
ponential alternative may be more appropriate.100,101 We de-
termined the parameters by least mean squares fitting to the
13 data points provided by the energies in the last column of
Table IV of the preceding paper.2 The coefficients ak were
obtained by linear regression, the fit being forced to go to
zero at 1000 Å. The exponent parameters  and  were then
obtained by nonlinear minimization. Analogous fits were de-
termined for the alternative potentials referred to in Sec. III
A of the preceding paper.2
Successively increasing the number of terms, we found
that the fits improved up to K=4. The curvature of each fit
changes sign only at one internuclear distance viz., the in-
flection point on the dissociation curve, which shows that
the small scatterings in the data due to inaccuracies were not
fitted. In all cases, the root-mean-square deviation was be-
tween 0.05 and 0.09 mhartree, which is better than the sur-
mised accuracy of the ab initio calculations about
0.2 mhartree. On the other hand, a six-term expansion i.e.,
K=5 yielded minimal further lowering of the Least-Mean-
Square LMSQ deviation, while introducing very large suc-
cessive expansion coefficients with alternating signs.
The resulting even-tempered expansions are listed in
Table I. The first row, labeled EXTR1c, contains the expan-
sion parameters for the potential energy curve in the last
column of Table IV of the preceding paper.2 As discussed in
the last paragraph of Sec. III A of that paper, we also con-
sidered four slightly modified energy curves, labeled
EXTR2c, EXTR3c, EXTR4c, and EXTR5c, which resulted
from slight variations in the correlation energy extrapolation
by intrinsic scaling CEEIS extrapolation.1 The expansion
parameters of these potential energy curves are given in rows
2–5 of Table I.
TABLE I. Parameters of analytical even-tempered Gaussian expansions Eq. 1b for the ground state potential energy curve of F2. Units:  in Å−2,  is
dimensionless, and ak in hartree.
Variantsa   a0 a1 a2 a3 a4
EXTR1cb 0.82 1.55 −0.178 816 962 7 −1.516 939 121 0 5.062 141 563 4 −2.943 934 658 0 16.719 611 821
EXTR2cc 0.82 1.55 −0.178 699 088 5 −1.527 611 021 6 5.124 452 104 4 −3.178 358 599 5 17.471 918 762
EXTR3cd 0.85 1.52 −0.224 149 377 4 −1.530 938 098 1 5.178 362 024 5 −3.154 904 182 6 14.696 986 169
EXTR4ce 0.83 1.53 −0.184 678 669 9 −1.550 622 572 9 4.977 394 544 0 −2.799 944 461 9 14.614 729 739
EXTR5cf 0.93 1.49 −0.438 115 197 5 −1.321 334 613 7 6.245 777 341 8 −5.971 316 876 4 19.524 853 248
EXTR4/CBSg 0.66 1.78 −0.095 914 365 4 −1.082 024 487 0 4.366 269 647 5 −0.769 245 026 4 63.648 538 690
EXTR4 /CBS+CVh 0.68 1.75 −0.108 428 762 3 −1.091 468 634 9 4.307 314 929 3 −0.598 866 796 3 48.560 315 466
EXTR4/
CBS+CV+SOi
0.83 1.53 −0.184 331 888 2 −1.549 886 896 3 4.967 871 134 6 −2.792 921 379 9 14.645 247 623
RKRj 0.41 2.36 0.005 331 26 −0.758 546 4.467 76 −8.127 92 233 913.562 01
Empirical 0.60 1.79 −0.009 150 59 −1.112 750 5 3.233 256 87 2.248 883 98 23.096 214 97
aThe first eight variants results from least mean squares fits to various theoretical energy sets for VR; see text. Footnotes b–i list the root-mean-square
deviation  from the respective theoretical data for each of these fits. The variant in the last row, on the other hand, most closely reproduces the experimental
spectrum Ref. 95; see text.
b=0.065 mhartree.
c=0.050 mhartree.
d=0.068 mhartree.
e=0.057 mhartree.
f=0.056 mhartree.
g=0.087 mhartree.
h=0.086 mhartree.
i=0.057 mhartree.
jEven-tempered fit to 46 RKR data points of Ref. 95 with the root-mean-square deviation of =0.2280 mhartree.
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In order to be able to assess the importance of the indi-
vidual correction terms that were calculated in Sec. II of the
preceding paper,2 we furthermore determined the analytical
expressions for the potential energy curves that contain none
or only some of these corrections. In this context, we used
only the curve EXTR4. The resulting parameters are given in
rows 6–8, specifically as follows.
1 The sixth row of Table I, labeled EXTR4/CBS, repre-
sents the dissociation curve containing only nonrelativ-
istic valence shell correlations.
2 The seventh row, labeled EXTR4 /CBS+CV, repre-
sents the dissociation curve containing the correlation
of all electrons.
3 The eighth row, labeled EXTR4 /CBS+CV+SO, repre-
sents the dissociation curve containing all correlations
as well as spin-orbit coupling,
4 Final addition of the scalar relativistic terms brings us
back to the fourth row EXTR4c.
The analytic representations of this table will be used in the
rotational-vibrational Schrödinger equation.
B. Long-range and short-range adjustments
The preceding analytical expressions presume that no
solid information is available about the manner in which the
potential energy curve decays beyond the last known energy
value. Note, for instance, the complicating influences on the
long-range behavior of the dissociation curve of F2, which
were discussed in Sec. IV of the preceding paper.2 It is, how-
ever, a fact that all our nonrelativistic analytical potentials
yield vibrational spectra whose highest levels tend to lie too
high, which appears to imply that the Gaussian decay is
eventually too steep. We also noted in Sec. IV of the preced-
ing paper that relativistic corrections and higher-order corre-
lation terms soften the long-range decay, which may lead one
to speculate that the latter may impart an inverse power de-
pendence to the long-range part of the potential.
Such knowledge regarding the long-range decay, if it
exists, can be incorporated in the analytic expressions of the
preceding section as follows.
Suppose that, at long range, the potential energy curve
has the general form
VLRR = A LR , 2
where LR defines the specific functional dependence, e.g.,
ALR=A R−5+bR−6+cR−7+ ¯ . The modified poten-
tial energy curve is then taken as follows:
for 0 R R0: WR = VR,
the potential determined above,
for R0 R R1: WR = SR VR,
a transition splice,
for R1 R	: WR = A LR,
the long-range potential, 3a
where the splice factor is
SR = 1 + k
3 with 
 = R − R0. 3b
By construction, the potential WR as well as its first and
second derivatives are continuous at the point R=R0. We
furthermore require that WR and its first and second deriva-
tives are also continuous at the point R=R1. After some al-
gebra, these requirements yield the three equations
SV = A L , 4
V + 3/
VS − 3/
V = A L, 5
V + 6/
V + 6/
2VS − 6/
V − 6/
2V = A L,
6
where V, V, V, L, L, and L are meant to denote the values
of these functions and derivatives at the point R1. Equations
4–6 determine the parameters R0, R1, and k, which
specify the splice, as functions of A. Hence, an additional
condition can be satisfied, for instance, that A has a specific
value or that some property of energy spectrum is matched.
The relationship between R0, R1, k, and A can be made
explicit as follows. One can consider Eqs. 4–6 as a set of
homogeneous linear equations for the three nonzero quanti-
ties S ,A ,1. This implies that the 33 determinant of the
respective coefficients must vanish. After some algebra, this
condition yields the following equation for 
:

 =  12 LV − VL/LV − VL − V/V−1. 7
If one assumes a value for R1, then Eq. 7 allows the calcu-
lation of 
= R1−R0 from the values of V, V, V, L, L, and
L at the point R1. Hence the value of R0 is also known.
Furthermore, after inserting the value of 
 into Eqs. 3b and
5, the three equations, Eqs. 3b, 4, and 5, are readily
solved for the three quantities A, k, and SR1 by successive
substitutions. The algorithm easily yields R0 ,k ,A as nu-
merical functions of R1 as well as the inverse numerical re-
lations.
This splicing procedure can also be used at very short
distances if the functional form of the increasing potential in
that region is known.
C. An optimal empirical potential energy curve
How close are the ab initio potential energy curves of
Sec. II A to an empirical curve that yields the experimental
levels with spectroscopic accuracy?
Our first attempt at finding such an empirical potential
consisted of fitting an even-tempered expansion to the RKR
see Ref. 28 curve given by Colbourn et al.95 Its expansion
coefficients are listed in the second to last row of Table I.
Using the method to be discussed in Sec. III A, we obtained
from it a theoretical vibrational spectrum with a mean abso-
lute deviation of 1.95 cm−1 from the experimental spectrum,
provided we omitted the highest level v=22, which devi-
ated by 18.4 cm−1.
Guided by our ab initio results, we were able to con-
struct a better empirical even-tempered potential energy
curve that yielded a vibrational spectrum with a mean abso-
lute deviation of 0.88 cm−1 from the experimental spectrum,
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when we excluded the highest level v=22, which deviated
by 12 cm−1. The coefficients of this expansion are listed in
the last row of Table I. Note also that, here, the coefficient a4
has a very reasonable value as compared to the excessive
value of 234 000 required for the RKR fit.
Since the level for v=22 was too high by 12 cm−1, we
corrected this empirical expansion by adding a long-range
splice of the type discussed in the preceding section. In view
of the relation to electron correlation, noted in Sec. IV of the
preceding paper,2 we assumed for LR in Eq. 2 the form
R−6. As noted in the preceding section, this type of composite
potential WR still has one degree of freedom. We chose this
remaining variable as the mean absolute deviation of the
vibrational levels v=20,21,22 from experiment and found
that it had a sharp minimum of 1 cm−1 for the splice param-
eter values
R0 = 2.4294 Å, R1 = 2.9890 Å,
k = 9.7447 hartree Å−3, 8
A = − 0.228 99 hartree Å6 = − 10.4282 hartree bohr6.
Parenthetically, we note that the A value differs only by
10% from the value of C6 calculated by Chu and Dalgarno102
see also Sec. IV B of the preceding paper.2
The composite potential energy curve WR of Eq. 3a
yields then a vibrational spectrum with a mean absolute de-
viation of 0.91 cm−1 from experiment, where now all 22 lev-
els are included.
A comparison between this empirical composite analyti-
cal potential energy curve and the ab initio energies of the
curve EXTR4c is presented in Fig. 1, as follows.
a As solid dots: the differences between the 12 ab initio
energy values and the corresponding values on the em-
pirical curve WR.
b As solid line: the difference between the ab initio fitted
analytical curve and the analytical empirical curve
WR.
The actually calculated ab initio energies dots are seen to
scatter fairly evenly around the empirical curve with a mean
absolute deviation of 27.8 cm−1, which is somewhat less than
the possible error of 65 cm−1 estimated in the first paper of
this series.1 The maximum deviation in the range between
1.16 and 2.8 Å, where all energy levels lie, is 44 cm−1. Due
to this fairly even scatter, the even-tempered fit to EXTR4c is
on the average much closer to the empirical analytical curve
WR than the individual ab initio points, the mean absolute
deviation between these two curves being 13.2 cm−1.
III. DETERMINATION OF THE ROTATION-VIBRATION
SPECTRUM
A. Solution of eigenvalue equation
The calculation of the rotational and vibrational energy
levels Ev,J for F2, where v and J are the vibrational and
rotational quantum numbers, respectively, requires the solu-
tion of the eigenvalue problem of the nuclear Schrödinger
equation103
− 2/22fR/R2 + 2/2JJ + 1/R2 + VRfR
= Ev,JfR , 9
where R is the internuclear distance, VR is one of the po-
tential energy functions constructed in Sec. II A, and
fR = R R , 10
with R being the radial part of the wavefunction after
factoring off the spherical harmonics containing the angular
coordinates. According to the NIST Database,104 the value of
the reduced mass  of the two fluorine nuclei is
1
218.998 403 2 amu.
To solve Eq. 9, we have used the discrete variable rep-
resentation of Light and co-workers105,106 in the form it has
been cast by Colbert and Miller.107 These authors showed
that the kinetic energy matrix in this representation can be
chosen as
Tij = 2/2R2− 1i−jPij , 11a
where
Pij = 2/3 for i = j, Pij = 2/i − j2 for i  j , 11b
and R is the spacing of the grid. These equations follow, by
differentiation, from the Lagrangian interpolation formula
for equidistant arguments by extending the interpolated in-
terval to  infinity while maintaining a fixed grid spacing.
For a finite interpolation interval, they are valid, to a given
accuracy, if the grid spacing R is taken sufficiently small so
that the number of grid points becomes sufficiently large.
The potential energy operator VR on the other hand, being
a local operator, is diagonal as in all grid-based representa-
tions. Unlike a basis expansion method, this approach re-
quires no computation of integrals over basis functions. The
eigenvalue problem for the matrix of the Hamiltonian of Eq.
9 was solved by the EISPACK subroutines.108 This method
of solving Eq. 9 is applicable for any value of J.
FIG. 1. Deviation of ab initio energies in mhartree and their analytical fit
EXTR4c from an empirical potential energy curve WR that yields the
experimental vibrational spectrum with a mean absolute deviation of
0.91 cm−1.
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The first grid point Rin and the last grid point Rout as well
as the spacing R of the even-spaced grid points in between
were obtained by monitoring the vibrational energy levels as
functions of these three parameters. The end points Rin and
Rout were chosen such that the wavefunction of the highest
energy level had effectively converged to zero at these end
points. The values Rin=1 bohr and Rout=15 bohrs were
found to be adequate. As the number of grid points between
them was increased from 100 to 1000 in increments of 100,
all calculated energy levels exhibited no further change when
the number of grid points exceeded 300. We used 500 points
in all our calculations.
B. Organization of spectral information
Following spectroscopic conventions,34 we express the
rotation-vibration energy levels in the form
Ev,J = Veq + Gv + FvJ , 12
where Veq is the minimum value of the potential VR in Eq.
9 at the equilibrium distance Req, and v and J are the vi-
brational and rotational quantum numbers, respectively. By
definition Fv0=0 so that Gv is the pure vibrational spec-
trum.
Since the rotational energy in Eq. 9 is very small com-
pared to the vibrational energy, the rotational term FvJ can
be expanded as
FvJ = BvJJ + 1 − DvJJ + 12 + ¯ . 13
We determined theoretical Bv and Dv values by calculating
the vibrational levels Ev,J for J values up to J=10 and sub-
sequent LMSQ fitting. As will be discussed in Sec. V, the
first two terms of Eq. 13 always gave an excellent repre-
sentation of FvJ. From first-order perturbation theory one
also expects that
Bv = 2/2v	R−2	v
 , 14
where 	v
 denotes the wavefunction v,J of Eq. 10 for
J=0.
According to Dunham,109 the energy levels can be ex-
panded as power series in terms of v+ 12  and JJ+1, i.e.,
Ev,J = 
km
Ykmv + 1/2kJJ + 1m. 15
Hence, the quantities Gv, Bv, and Dv in Eqs. 12 and 13
are given by power series in v+ 12  as follows:
Gv = 
k
Yk0v + 1/2k
= Y00 + ev + 1/2 − exev + 1/22 + eyev + 1/23
+ ¯ , 16
Bv = 
k
Yk1v + 1/2k = Be − ev + 1/2 + ¯ , 17
Dv = − 
k
Yk2v + 1/2k = De + ev + 1/2 + ¯ , 18
where the corresponding standard spectroscopic symbols
have been inserted on the right hand side. The coefficients in
these expansions are known as Dunham coefficients or spec-
troscopic constants.34 In first-order perturbation theory, Be is
related to the equilibrium distance by
Be = 2/2Req
−2
. 19
Experiments can determine only the quantities
Ev,J − E00 = Gv + FvJ , 20
where Gv= Gv−G0, for which Eq. 16 yields the expan-
sion
Gv = Gv − G0 = Y00 − G0 + 
k=1
Yk0v + 1/2k. 21
When a good LMSQ fit of such an expansion to a given
spectrum is valid, then the coefficients Yk0 for k1 and the
difference Y00−G0 can be obtained by linear regression.
According to Herzberg,110,111 there moreover exists the rela-
tion
Y00  Y00
*
=
1
4 Y20 + Y01 + − Y11Y10/12Y01
+ Y11Y10/12Y012/Y01, 22
so that Y00 can be calculated from the higher Y-coefficients
and the value of the zero-point energy G0 can then also be
deduced. We shall discuss the applicability of this approach
to the F2 spectrum in Sec. VI.
IV. VIBRATIONAL SPECTRUM
A. Comparison with the experimental spectrum
In 1976, Colbourn et al. experimentally determined the
rovibrational spectrum of the F2 ground state by means of
high-resolution electronic spectroscopy.95 They stated that
“errors in a few Gv values may be as large as 0.5 cm−1
since the data came from many plates and absolute rather
than relative errors determine our accuracy. We believe,
however, that our method of treating the data has reduced
most of the errors to less than 0.2 cm−1.” On the other hand,
we note that various authors112–114 have given experimental
values for G1 that differ from that of Colbourn et al.95 by
deviations ranging between −1.88 and +0.04 cm−1.
Our theoretically calculated vibrational spectra are com-
pared with the experimentally observed spectrum in Table II.
Except for the last five rows, each row in the table is labeled
by the vibrational quantum number v in the first column and
contains the data for Gv. The second column lists the ex-
perimental value. Columns 3–7 contain the theoretical re-
sults calculated using the even-tempered representations
given for the five alternative potential energy curves in the
first five rows of Table I. The labels at the top of these col-
umns identify the potentials and correspond to those used in
Table I and explained in the text accompanying that table.
Listed in these columns are the deviations of the theoretically
calculated levels from the spectroscopic values, i.e.,
v = Gv; theor. − Gv; expt. . 23
The row below v=22 lists the MAD for each expansion.
The last four rows in Table II list the absolute values of
the following spectroscopic quantities: zero-point energy
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ZPE, dissociation energy D0 with respect to the lowest vi-
brational level, dissociation energy De with respect to the
lowest point on the potential energy curve and equilibrium
bond distance Re corresponding to the lowest point on the
potential energy curve.
For the four expansions EXTR1c–EXTR4c, the mean
absolute deviations lie between 5.01 and 6.29 cm−1 and the
greatest deviations, viz., between 10 and 30 cm−1, occur only
for the levels v=19–22. The best potential is EXTR4c. It
may be noted that the difference of 1.28 cm−1 between the
MADs of the vibrational levels of EXTR1c and EXTR4c
corresponds to a mean absolute deviation of about
0.03 mhartree7 cm−1 between the potentials themselves
see Table XI of the first paper of this series1.
As discussed in Sec. VI C of the first paper,1 the poten-
tial EXTR5c was obtained using a somewhat flawed extrapo-
lation of the triple-zeta E4 values and was kept to exam-
ine the consequences. The mean absolute deviation of this
flawed potential from the potential EXTR1c was
0.08 mhartree18 cm−1 see Table XI of the first paper1.
The corresponding MADs of the spectra of EXTR1c and
EXTR5c differ by about 6 cm−1.
The range of the spectral deviations for the potentials
EXTR1c–EXTR4c can be taken as indicative of the error bar
inherent in the present ab initio calculations of the vibra-
tional levels.
Infrared spectroscopy yields energy differences between
neighboring levels, i.e., Gv−Gv−1. They are displayed
in Table III. The second column lists the experimental
Gv−Gv−1 values. The third and fourth columns give the
theoretical results for the potential expansions EXTR3c and
EXTR4c. Listed, as before, are the deviations of the theoret-
ical values from the experimental values see Eq. 23. The
mean absolute deviation is seen to be about 2 cm−1. The fact
that this value, though smaller by more than 50%, still is of
the same order of magnitude as the value in Table II
5–6 cm−1 would seem to imply a random distribution of
the theoretical errors over all levels.
TABLE II. Comparison of experimental and ab initio calculated vibrational energy level differences Gv
=Gv−G0 in the electronic ground state of F2. Energies in cm−1.
v Expt.
Theor. deviationa
EXTR1c EXTR2c EXTR3c EXTR4c EXTR5c
0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1 893.90 −1.79 −2.51 −1.21 −1.82 −2.24
2 1 764.15 −2.81 −4.09 −1.78 −2.96 −3.33
3 2 610.22 −3.19 −4.89 −1.85 −3.52 −3.43
4 3 431.53 −3.07 −5.06 −1.52 −3.63 −2.73
5 4 227.43 −2.57 −4.70 −0.87 −3.35 −1.36
6 4 997.19 −1.74 −3.89 0.04 −2.73 0.58
7 5 740.05 −0.68 −2.72 1.13 −1.84 2.97
8 6 455.17 0.55 −1.26 2.38 −0.71 5.73
9 7 141.63 1.90 0.43 3.73 0.62 8.77
10 7 798.48 3.27 2.26 5.10 2.07 11.97
11 8 424.67 4.57 4.13 6.43 3.58 15.23
12 9 019.11 5.66 5.89 7.57 5.00 18.37
13 9 580.63 6.33 7.34 8.34 6.17 21.20
14 10 108.02 6.31 8.18 8.45 6.79 23.39
15 10 599.62 5.54 8.38 7.88 6.83 24.91
16 11 053.90 3.65 7.56 6.24 5.91 25.38
17 11 468.96 0.36 5.43 3.25 3.74 24.52
18 11 842.62 −4.70 1.63 −1.46 −0.07 21.95
19 12 172.25 −11.89 −4.21 −8.30 −5.94 17.29
20 12 452.98 −19.98 −10.84 −16.09 −12.72 11.71
21 12 678.00 −26.70 −15.99 −22.67 −18.28 7.29
22 12 830.38 −21.04 −8.63 −17.32 −11.93 14.44
MADb 6.29 5.46 6.07 5.01 12.22
ZPEc 455.37 454.21 453.81 454.57 454.26 453.86
D0
d 12 953.12 12 912.86 12 928.44 12 912.94 12 920.55 12 942.70
De
e 13 408.49f 13 367.07 13 382.25 13 367.51 13 374.81 13 396.56
Re
g 1.412 68h 1.413 80 1.413 85 1.413 50 1.413 48 1.413 64
aListed are the deviations: theor.−expt..
bMAD=mean absolute deviation.
cZero-point energy.
dDissociation energy with respect to the lowest vibrational level. The experimental value is taken from Ref. 94.
eDissociation energy with respect to the lowest point on the potential energy curve.
fExperimental uncertainty= ±8.07 cm−1 see Ref. 94.
gEquilibrium bond distance corresponding to the lowest point on the potential energy curve, in angstroms.
hSee Ref. 58.
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It should be noted that we have spent no special effort on
refining the energy curve and its curvature near the minimum
by calculating many energies near the equilibrium distance.
Had we done so, it would undoubtedly have been possible to
obtain a more accurate value for G1, as has been shown by
others. The focus of our interest was, however, rather to re-
produce the entire dissociation curve with as uniform an ac-
curacy as possible since this had not been achieved before.
In as much as, in the first paper1 of this series, we con-
servatively estimated possible errors in our correlation en-
ergy calculations to be about 50–60 cm−1, it is surprising to
find a mean absolute deviation of only 5–10 cm−1 between
the calculated and the experimental spectra. Some light is
shed on this matter, by the discussion above in Sec. II C,
which showed that the average deviation from the best em-
pirical potential is reduced by the even-tempered fitting of
the ab initio data due to the random scattering of the latter. In
addition, we believe that there exists some insensitivity of
the vibrational eigenvalues with respect to small changes in a
potential curve of this general shape.
B. Relevance of the small ab initio contributions
for the spectrum
How greatly is the spectrum really influenced by the
small contributions that were determined in the preceding
paper?2 This question is answered by the data given in Table
IV, where we used the potential expansion EXTR4c, which
yielded the best spectrum in Table II. The second column in
Table IV lists the experimental spectrum; the subsequent col-
umns list the spectra obtained from the following ab initio
potentials.
a Third column: nonrelativistic; correlation only between
valence electrons; but complete basis set limit; labeled
“CBS.”
b Fourth column: CBS from third column plus core-
generated electron correlations i.e., core-core and
core-valence correlations; labeled “CBS+CV.”
c Fifth column: CBS+CV from fourth column plus spin-
orbit coupling; labeled “CBS+CV+SO.”
d Sixth column: CBS+CV+SO plus scalar relativistic
contributions; labeled “CBS+CV+SO+SR” which is,
in fact, the full EXTR4c potential.
In these columns, as in the previous tables, the deviations
from experiment see Eq. 23 are listed. In order to calcu-
late the various spectra via the discrete variable representa-
tion, we first determined the even-tempered Gaussian expan-
sion for each case. As mentioned in Sec. II A, these
expansions are listed in rows 6–8 of Table I.
Table IV shows that the omission of the “small correc-
tions to the nonrelativistic valence-only-correlated complete-
basis-set limit” deteriorates the mean absolute deviation of
the spectrum by about 37 cm−1. Inclusion of the corrections
is therefore essential. The largest improvements are due in
about equal amounts to the core-generated correlations
about 19 cm−1 and the spin-orbit coupling about 18 cm−1.
The scalar relativistic correction yields only an improvement
of less than 1 cm−1; but it provides distinct improvements for
the levels v=8–18.
C. Comments on the highest vibrational levels
All theoretical potentials actually yield vibrational en-
ergy levels for v=0 to v=23. Although Colbourn et al.95
reported only experimental levels up to v=22, they admitted
the possibility of the existence of higher levels beyond
v=22, which their experiments were unable to detect due to
the closeness to the dissociation limit. The optimal empirical
potential WR of Sec. II C which yields the three highest
observed levels v=20,21,22 with a mean absolute devia-
tion of 1 cm−1 gives a value of 12 902.9 cm−1 for G23.
The deviations of the individual Gv values calculated
with this empirical potential WR from the experimental
values are graphically displayed in Fig. 2. The mean absolute
deviation is 0.91 cm−1. Also shown in Fig. 2 are the devia-
tions calculated with the RKR-derived potential see Sec.
II C from the experimental values for v=1–21. The mean
absolute deviation for these levels is 1.95 cm−1. The devia-
tion for v=22 is 18.4 cm−1.
There exists, however, the possibility that the highest
vibrational levels are in fact the result of more complex in-
teractions. In Sec. IV A of the preceding paper,2 we have
found that in the range of internuclear distances about twice
the equilibrium distance where the highest levels have their
turning points, the 1g ground state intersects a
3u state,
which lies lower at larger internuclear distances. In this re-
TABLE III. Experimental and theoretical vibrational energy spacings Gv
−Gv−1. Energies in cm−1.
v Expt.
Theor. deviationa
EXTR3c EXTR4c
1 893.90 −1.21 −1.82
2 870.25 −0.57 −1.13
3 846.07 −0.06 −0.57
4 821.31 0.33 −0.10
5 795.90 0.64 0.28
6 769.76 0.91 0.62
7 742.86 1.10 0.89
8 715.12 1.24 1.13
9 686.46 1.35 1.33
10 656.85 1.38 1.45
11 626.19 1.33 1.51
12 594.44 1.14 1.43
13 561.52 0.77 1.17
14 527.39 0.11 0.62
15 491.60 −0.58 0.04
16 454.28 −1.64 −0.92
17 415.06 −2.99 −2.17
18 373.66 −4.71 −3.81
19 329.63 −6.84 −5.87
20 280.73 −7.79 −6.78
21 225.02 −6.58 −5.57
22 152.38 5.35 6.36
MADb 2.21 2.07
aListed are the deviations theor.−expt..
bMean absolute deviation.
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gion, there exists therefore the possibility of a nonadiabatic
coupling in conjunction with the spin-orbit coupling dis-
cussed in Sec. IV A of Ref. 2, which would then in fact
determine the energies of the highest “vibrational” levels.
D. Equilibrium properties
The last four rows in Table II list the zero-point energy,
the dissociation energy, and the equilibrium distance. Two
dissociation energies are given: one D0 with respect to the
lowest vibrational level G0, and the other De with respect to
the minimum of the dissociation curve.
The value of D0 is more directly related to experiment,
although the complications of the long-range decay in F2,
which were pointed out in Sec. IV A of the preceding paper,2
would seem to raise questions regarding the extrapolation to
infinity in this molecule. Table II lists the experimental value
obtained recently by Yang et al.,94 viz., 12 953.12
±8.07 cm−1 which is expected to be more accurate than the
previous experimental value of 12 920±50 cm−1 reported
by Colbourn et al.,95 as well as the earlier values of
12 824±80 cm−1 given by Berkowiz et al.115 and
12 840 cm−1 listed by Stamper and Barrow.116 Our theoreti-
cal values are obtained by assuming that the analytical ex-
pressions converge to the separate atom limit at infinity, i.e.,
D0=Veq+G0−V	=Veq+G0. The theoretical values differ at
most by about 40 cm−1 from the experimental value of Yang
et al.94
We also list the value of De=Veq, since this is an impor-
tant intrinsic property of the analytical theoretical potentials.
The difference De−D0=G0, the ZPE is also listed. The de-
duction of the experimental ZPE value will be discussed in
Sec. VI B. Subtracting it from the experimental value of D0
TABLE IV. Theoretical vibrational energy differences Gv=Gv−G0 generated by a sequence of approxima-
tions to the full ab initio potential energy curve compared with the experimental differences. Energies in cm−1.
v Expt.
Theor. deviationa
CBSb CBS+CVc CBS+CV +SOd CBS+CV +SO+SRe
0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1 893.90 3.14 2.45 −1.35 −1.82
2 1 764.15 6.41 4.90 −2.02 −2.96
3 2 610.22 9.69 7.24 −2.13 −3.52
4 3 431.53 12.89 9.37 −1.79 −3.63
5 4 227.43 15.94 11.23 −1.07 −3.35
6 4 997.19 18.85 12.81 0.02 −2.73
7 5 740.05 21.60 14.11 1.29 −1.84
8 6 455.17 24.22 15.15 2.83 −0.71
9 7 141.63 26.77 15.99 4.58 0.62
10 7 798.48 29.29 16.66 6.44 2.07
11 8 424.67 31.86 17.26 8.35 3.58
12 9 019.11 34.55 17.82 10.18 5.00
13 9 580.63 37.40 18.41 11.76 6.17
14 10 108.02 40.45 19.04 12.78 6.79
15 10 599.62 44.06 20.05 13.23 6.83
16 11 053.90 48.34 21.57 12.73 5.91
17 11 468.96 53.68 23.94 10.99 3.74
18 11 842.62 60.57 27.63 7.62 −0.07
19 12 172.25 69.79 33.39 2.21 −5.94
20 12 452.98 84.18 43.99 −4.08 −12.72
21 12 678.00 108.31 63.94 −9.13 −18.28
22 12 830.38 156.70 107.61 −2.21 −11.93
MADf 42.67 23.84 5.85 5.01
ZPEg 455.37 456.80 456.52 454.50 454.26
De
h 13 408.49 13 727.80 13 656.53 13 385.84 13 374.81
Re
i Å 1.41268j 1.41484 1.41309 1.41300 1.41348
aListed are the deviations theor.−expt..
bNonrelativistic, valence-shell-only correlated, CBS limit for the potential EXTR4.
cAs under footnote b plus correlations generated by core electrons.
dAs under footnote c plus spin-orbit coupling.
eAs under footnote d plus scalar-relativistic contributions=sixth column in Table II.
fMean absolute deviation.
gZero-point energy.
hDissociation energy relative to the minimum of the potential energy curve see Table II.
iEquilibrium distance corresponding to the minimum of the potential energy curve.
jSee Ref. 58.
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gave the experimental value for De. The deviations between
the theoretical and the experimental values of the zero-point
energy are commensurate with those found for G1.
The theoretical equilibrium distances are the locations of
the minima of the analytical dissociation curves. The deter-
mination of the “experimental equilibrium distances” will be
discussed in Sec. VI B.
It may also be noted that, according to Table IV, the
core-generated correlations shorten the equilibrium bond
length by about 0.0017 Å. This reduction is in agreement
with the value of −0.0014 Å calculated for this effect by
Ruden et al.58
V. ROTATIONAL SPECTRUM
Colbourn et al.95 deduced and reported values of Bv and
Dv for all vibrational levels. We calculated the vibrational
eigenvalues EvJ for the angular momentum values J
=1,2 , . . . ,10 and then examined the differences FvJ=EvJ
−Ev0 for each v as functions of JJ+1. Assuming the ex-
pression of Eq. 13 of Sec. III B, we determined the coeffi-
cients Bv and Dv by linear regression for the expansion
FvJ/JJ + 1 = Bv − DvJJ + 1 . 24
In all cases, the mean absolute deviation between the left-
hand side and the right-hand side of Eq. 13 ranged from
10−6 cm−1 for v=0 to 10−4 cm−1 for v=22. We furthermore
calculated alternative values of Bv by means of the expecta-
tion value formula of Eq. 14 in Sec. III B.
The results for the constants Bv are shown in Table V.
Here we report only the values obtained with the potentials
EXTR3c and EXTR4c since the other potentials EXTRnc of
Table I yield extremely similar results. The second column of
Table V lists the experimental values. The remaining four
columns list the deviations of the theoretical values from the
experimental values. Columns 3 and 4 contain the deviations
for the potential EXTR3c, and columns 5 and 6 contain those
for the potential EXTR4c. The values in columns 3 and 5 are
obtained from the fit of Eq. 23, whereas those in columns 4
and 6 were obtained from the expectation values by use of
Eq. 14.
The mean absolute deviations are between 0.0015 and
0.0019 cm−1. The average relative error is thus between
0.2% and 0.5% of the value of Bv, which varies between
0.3365 and 0.8833 cm−1. Most of the lower levels have,
however, considerably smaller deviations. The difference be-
tween the two ways of calculating Bv is on the average al-
most an order of magnitude smaller.
In this context, it should be mentioned that other experi-
menters have actually reported values of B0 i.e., for the
lowest vibrational level that differ slightly from
0.8833 cm−1 the value of Colbourn et al.95, namely,
0.882 953 2,112 0.883 31,117 0.8841,118 0.8847,114 and
0.8828 cm−1.119
The results for the constants Dv are shown in Table VI.
Most of them are about 105 times smaller than the Bv so that
they are known with much less accuracy and the percentage
disagreement is larger. We note that, whereas the theoretical
values increase at a slow even pace in a steady monotonic
fashion, the experimental values, while also increasing, ex-
hibit erratic oscillations. Colbourn et al.95 commented that
the large random variations in the values of Dv are the result
of errors in the rotational term values, whose experimental
origin they explain. Making allowance for these problems,
the agreement between ab initio values and experimental
values is still good.
In the last column of Table VI, we also exhibit the mean
absolute deviations for the total rotational fit, i.e., for
FvJ− BvJJ+1−DvJ2J+12. It demonstrates the ad-
equacy of expanding FvJ as a quadratic in JJ+1.
VI. SPECTROSCOPIC CONSTANTS
A. Expansion of vibrational energy levels in powers
of „v+1/2…
The spectroscopic constants are based on the expression
of the diatomic rotation-vibration levels as a power series in
terms of v+ 12  and JJ+1, as has been formulated in Eqs.
15–18 of Sec. III B. It was first derived in 1932 by
Dunham109 on the basis of the WKB approximation. We have
already commented on the expansion in terms of JJ+1 in
the last paragraph of Sec. V. We shall now examine the ex-
pansion 16 of the vibrational levels, viz., Gv=kYk0v
+1 /2k. Understanding the sensitivity of this type of expan-
sion with respect to the choice of the range of the fitted levels
and to the degree of the fitting polynomial is prerequisite for
a proper comparison of spectroscopic constants from differ-
ent sources.
We first consider the theoretical energy levels. Table VII
displays the Dunham expansions that were obtained by least
mean squares fitting Eq. 16 to the levels resulting from our
potential EXTR3c. Five ranges of vibrational levels were
considered: v= 0–2, 0–3, 0–4, 0–8, and 0–16; they
are listed in separate sections of the table. Each row repre-
sents one expansion. The degree n of the fitting polynomial is
listed in the first column. Columns 3–6 contain the four larg-
est Dunham coefficients Ykn resulting from the LMSQ fit.
FIG. 2. Deviations of the Gv values yielded by the RKR-derived potential
and by the empirical potential for the vibrational levels of F2 from the
corresponding experimental values. Plotted are calculated minus experimen-
tal values. Plotted are Gv ; fit−Gv ; expt..
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The quantity Y00
* in the second column is the approximation
to Y00 that is obtained from the higher Y coefficients by using
the Herzberg equation 22. The coefficients for k4 are not
listed since they are an order of magnitude smaller. They are,
however, included in the mean absolute deviation of the fit,
which is listed in the last column. A figure “0” without deci-
mals in that column indicates that this is an exact rather than
a LMSQ fit, the number of coefficients being equal to the
number of levels fitted.
The data for the ranges 0–8 and 0–16 clearly show
that all coefficients strictly and rapidly converge as the de-
gree of the polynomial increases and, furthermore, that the
convergence limits are the same for these two ranges. More-
over, these convergence limits are practically identical with
the values of the exact expansions for the ranges 0–4 and
0–3. The coefficients of the third degree polynomial for the
range 0–4 are also close. For the ranges 0–8 and 0–16,
convergence has, however, not been reached by the third
degree polynomials. The second-degree polynomial does not
yield the converged values for any range, especially not for
Y00. Finally, we note that the approximation Y00
* agrees with
Y00 within 0.01 cm−1 i.e., 5% of its value of 0.2 cm−1
whenever convergence is reached. The converged polyno-
mial representation is thus unique and it is obvious that, for
the same accuracy, a small range of levels naturally requires
fewer powers of the expansion than a large range. Therefore,
the lower Dunham coefficients Y10, Y20, and Y30 are mani-
festly determined by the energy levels v= 0–4.
Now let us consider “quantum mechanically refined ex-
perimental levels,” which result from solving the
Schrödinger equation for an appropriate analytical potential
energy expression that yields levels within the experimental
uncertainty of the experimental measurements. In the present
case, we have two analytical potentials that meet this require-
ment for the lower levels, which determine the lower Dun-
ham coefficients. They were discussed in Sec. II C: One is
the even-tempered fit to the RKR potential, listed in the sec-
ond to last row of Table I; the other is our best empirical
even-tempered potential listed in the last row of Table I. The
deviations of the levels calculated using both potentials from
the experimental levels had been displayed in Fig. 2. The
plots in Fig. 3, exhibiting these deviations for the levels
v=1–4, show that both potentials yield levels 1–4 within the
error bar of 0.2 cm−1 estimated by the experimentalists.95
Consider first the levels resulting from our best empirical
potential. The Dunham coefficients obtained by least mean
squares fitting these levels are listed in Table VIII, which is
organized in exactly the same way as Table VII. The coeffi-
cients in this table manifestly exhibit the same excellent con-
vergence behavior as those in Table VII resulting in unique
TABLE V. Experimental and theoretical rotational constants Bv of the electronic ground state of F2.
Units=cm−1.
v
Expt.a
Bv
Theor. EXTR3cb Theor. EXTR4cb
Bvfit
c Bvcalc
d Bvfit
c Bvcalc
d
0 0.8833 −0.0017 −0.0013 −0.0017 −0.0013
1 0.8696 −0.0007 −0.0003 −0.0007 −0.0003
2 0.8560 −0.0001 0.0002 −0.0002 0.0002
3 0.8423 0.0001 0.0005 0.0001 0.0004
4 0.8284 0.0001 0.0005 0.0001 0.0004
5 0.8142 −0.0001 0.0003 −0.0001 0.0003
6 0.7996 −0.0004 0.0000 −0.0004 0.0000
7 0.7844 −0.0007 −0.0002 −0.0007 −0.0003
8 0.7685 −0.0009 −0.0005 −0.0009 −0.0005
9 0.7518 −0.0010 −0.0006 −0.0010 −0.0006
10 0.7343 −0.0012 −0.0007 −0.0012 −0.0007
11 0.7156 −0.0011 −0.0006 −0.0010 −0.0005
12 0.6958 −0.0009 −0.0004 −0.0008 −0.0002
13 0.6747 −0.0007 −0.0001 −0.0005 0.0001
14 0.6522 −0.0005 0.0002 −0.0003 0.0004
15 0.6282 −0.0005 0.0002 −0.0002 0.0005
16 0.6025 −0.0009 0.0000 −0.0005 0.0004
17 0.5750 −0.0019 −0.0010 −0.0015 −0.0005
18 0.5449 −0.0037 −0.0025 −0.0031 −0.0020
19 0.5094 −0.0042 −0.0028 −0.0036 −0.0022
20 0.4711 −0.0080 −0.0062 −0.0072 −0.0054
21 0.4185 −0.0064 −0.0039 −0.0056 −0.0031
22 0.3365 0.0084 0.0127 0.0095 0.0138
MADe 0.0019 0.0016 0.0018 0.0015
aFrom Colbourn et al. Ref. 95.
bEntries list the differences: Bvtheor.−Bvexpt..
cCalculated by linear regression, see Eq. 24.
dCalculated as expectation value, see Eq. 14.
eMean absolute deviation.
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converged values. The same excellent convergent behavior is
furthermore also found when we consider the analogous re-
sults for the RKR-derived potential. The converged coeffi-
cients of the analytic RKR-derived potential compare with
those of the best empirical potential in Table VIII as follows:
Y00 Y10 Y20 Y30
RKR −0.55 917.55 −11.62 −0.06
Empirical −0.31 917.07 −11.44 −0.09
According to the preceding discussion, the differences be-
tween these Y-values from the two potentials is a conse-
quence of the differences in the lowest levels calculated from
the two potentials. Since we saw in Fig. 3 that the latter
differences stay within the experimental uncertainty, it fol-
lows that the differences in these Y-values reflect the experi-
mental uncertainties. Thus, the experimental spectrum does
not determine the harmonic frequency e=Y10, for instance,
more accurately than by 0.5 cm−1.
Furthermore, since, according to Fig. 3, the lowest four
levels of our best empirical potential approximate the experi-
mental levels markedly more closely than those of the RKR-
derived potential, one would infer the following most reason-
able estimates from the experimental data in cm−1:
Y00 = − 0.31 ± 0.2, Y10 = 917.07 ± 0.5, 25a
Y20 = − 11.44 ± 0.2, Y30 = − 0.09 ± 0.03. 25b
Thus, we draw the following conclusions for accurate solu-
tions of the vibrational Schrödinger equation.
• The least mean squares fits of the Dunham coefficients
to the energy levels converge with respect to the expan-
sion range and the polynomial degree as illustrated.
• Only the converged constants are unique characteristics
of the spectrum. In the present case, the polynomials for
n=6 in the range v= 0–8 appear to be appropriate
choices and they have been indicated by boldface font.
• One would obtain arbitrary deviations from the con-
verged values if one were to use a low-order e.g., third
order polynomial to fit the range 0–8.
• The converged values are sensitive to the accuracy with
which the levels have been determined as well as to
slight changes in the potential.
B. Expansion of vibrational transition energies
in powers of „v+1/2…
Since only the transition energies, i.e., the level differ-
ences Gv=Gv−G0, can be measured experimentally, one is
led to ask whether the Dunham expansion can be used di-
rectly with the differences, i.e., without the “detour” over an
empirical potential and the Schrödinger equation discussed
in the preceding section. A particular question is whether the
zero-point energy, i.e., the lowest level G0, can be deduced.
Consider first the spectra that have resulted from solving
the Schrödinger equation, whose Dunham coefficients were
listed in Tables VII and VIII. Imagine that only the differ-
ences Gv=Gv−G0 are available to us, and that we perform
the LMSQ fitting on these values, including G0=0. Doing
so will yield exactly the same numerical values as before in
all columns of Tables VII and VIII including Y00
*! with the
sole exception that, in the third column, the constant term
becomes now Z0= Y00−G0 rather than Y00. In the case of
any one of the converged polynomial expansions, one can
therefore deduce, to a good approximation, the lowest level
G0 by substituting Y00
* for Y00 in Z0, whence G0
= Y00
*
−Z0. The errors in G0 will be the differences
Y00
*
−Y00=0.013 and 0.007 cm−1, in Tables VII and VIII,
respectively.
Now, let us consider LMSQ fitting to the raw experimen-
tal data in the same manner. Table IX exhibits the expansion
coefficients that we obtained by fitting Dunham polynomials
directly to the experimental data of Colbourn et al.,95 which
had been listed in the second column of Table II. Table IX is
organized exactly as Table VIII, except that the third column
contains now Z0= Y00−G0 rather than Y00, as was discussed
in the preceding paragraph.
While the convergence of the coefficients in Table IX
exhibits the same general pattern as that in Table VIII, it
manifestly is not as good. There is a marked random scatter
in the data so that, e.g., the first decimal in Y10 is uncertain.
TABLE VI. Rotational constants Dv and total fits of the rotational terms
FvJ for the electronic ground state of F2. Energies in 10−6 cm−1.
v
Expt.a
Dv
Theor.b
Total rot.
deviationeDv fit
c Dv fit
d
0 3.3 3.4 3.4 1.7
1 3.1 3.4 3.4 0.7
2 2.7 3.5 3.5 0.7
3 4.4 3.6 3.6 0.4
4 3.6 3.7 3.7 0.8
5 2.2 3.9 3.9 1.5
6 4.6 4.0 4.0 0.6
7 4.5 4.2 4.2 1.5
8 5.2 4.4 4.4 1.1
9 5.4 4.6 4.6 1.5
10 6.5 4.9 4.9 1.9
11 6.7 5.2 5.2 3.0
12 3.7 5.6 5.6 3.3
13 9.2 6.0 6.0 3.9
14 8.5 6.6 6.6 5.1
15 5.5 7.3 7.3 7.0
16 8.6 8.2 8.2 9.6
17 7.0 9.5 9.4 13.8
18 9.8 11.2 11.1 21.1
19 15.0 13.6 13.6 34.7
20 19.6 17.6 17.5 64.7
21 32.7 24.7 24.5 148
22 86.4 41.8 41.4 558
aFrom Colbourn et al. Ref. 95.
bCalculated by linear regression, see Eq. 24.
cEnergy levels calculated from potential EXTR3c.
dEnergy levels calculated from potential EXTR4c.
eMAD of total rotational fit FvJ− BvJJ+1−DvJ2J+12 for fixed
value of v.
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This affects, in particular, the small quantity Y00
*
. Consider,
for instance, the range 0–8: Whereas in Table VIII the
value of Y00
* varied by at most 0.001 cm−1 between the
polynomials n=6,7 ,8, this variation now goes from
0.01 to 0.1 cm−1 in Table IX. This scattering interferes with
identifying converged values in Table IX. A reasonable
choice appears to be given by the coefficients for n=6 and
v= 0–8 and they happen to be close to the corresponding
coefficients in Table VIII, including Y00
*
.
These results imply that fitting the differences Gv
=Gv−G0 also yields Dunham coefficients that converge very
well including Y00
* provided these differences are given
with the high accuracy that was available for our solutions of
the Schrödinger equation with an analytical potential. This is
not so, however, for experimental levels with an inaccuracy
of 0.2–0.5 cm−1, which is that stated by Colbourn et al.95
As has been exemplified in the preceding section, this
convergence problem can be bypassed if one can find an
analytical potential that recovers the experimental levels via
the Schrödinger equation to experimental accuracy. For such
a “quantum mechanically refined” experimental level, the
LMSQ fitting will then yield converged Dunham coefficients
and also, of course, directly the zero-point energy G0.
A comparison of the data in Table IX with the Dunham
coefficients that Colbourn et al.95 have deduced from fitting
to the level range 0–8, viz.,
Y10 = 916.64, Y20 = − 11.236, Y30 = − 0.113,
suggests that these values were obtained by fitting a third
degree polynomial to the level range chosen by these au-
thors, i.e., 0–8. This is, however, an inappropriate polyno-
TABLE VII. Convergence of various expansions of the theoretical this work, using the potential energy curve
EXTR3c vibrational levels Gv in terms of powers of v+1 /2. Energy unit=cm−1.
n Y00
* Y00 Y10 Y20 Y30 MAD
v= 0–2
2 −0.3095 −0.4054 915.703 −11.507 ¯ 0
v= 0–3
2 −0.3488 −0.6274 916.163 −11.671 ¯ 0.0658
3 −0.1887 −0.1998 915.073 −11.013 −0.1096 0
v= 0–4
2 −0.3888 −0.9919 916.774 −11.841 ¯ 0.1628
3 −0.1845 −0.1895 915.045 −10.996 −0.1126 0.0016
4 −0.1966 −0.2096 915.105 −11.045 −0.0977 0
v= 0–8
2 −0.5568 −4.8372 920.932 −12.578 ¯ 1.4605
3 −0.1535 −0.0160 914.725 −10.867 −0.1268 0.0466
4 −0.2020 −0.2229 915.139 −11.068 −0.0924 0.0019
5 −0.1948 −0.2074 915.098 −11.038 −0.1009 0.0001
6 −0.1958 −0.2088 915.102 −11.042 −0.0992 0.0001
7 −0.1956 −0.2086 915.102 −11.041 −0.0996 0.0000
8 −0.1957 −0.2087 915.102 −11.042 −0.0993 0
v= 0–16
2 −0.9516 −39.4633 941.093 −14.480 ¯ 13.7584
3 0.0329 3.6127 910.990 −10.062 −0.1733 1.1833
4 −0.2763 −0.7844 916.004 −11.378 −0.0532 0.1536
5 −0.1689 −0.1076 914.893 −10.931 −0.1227 0.0210
6 −0.2046 −0.2292 915.155 −11.078 −0.0889 0.0030
7 −0.1927 −0.2039 915.088 −11.029 −0.1040 0.0005
8 −0.1967 −0.2098 915.106 −11.045 −0.0976 0.0001
9 −0.1953 −0.2083 915.101 −11.040 −0.1002 0.0000
FIG. 3. Deviations of the Gv values yielded by the RKR-derived potential
and by the empirical potential for the lower vibrational levels of F2 from the
corresponding experimental values. Plotted are calculated minus experimen-
tal values. Plotted are Gv ; fit−Gv ; expt..
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mial choice for this range, as has been discussed above, and
these values, which are also quoted in Ref. 34, should there-
fore be replaced by those given above in Eq. 25.
C. Spectroscopic constants
The larger coefficients in the Dunham expansion are
known as spectroscopic constants and have simple physical
meanings regarding vibration and rotation. They serve as
useful condensations of molecular characteristics, as is evi-
denced by the renown of the collection by Huber and
Herzberg.34 They also provide a standardized vehicle for
comparing results from various sources, experimental as well
as theoretical. It has also been demonstrated120 that certain
quantitative correlations exist between the spectroscopic
constants of different but related diatomic molecules. They
embody of course less information than the full spectrum.
But very often neither an accurate full potential energy curve
nor a full spectrum is available.
Table X compares the spectroscopic constants relating to
the vibrational spectrum of F2 that are obtained from various
sources. Columns 2–6 list the Dunham coefficients. Columns
7, 8, and 9 list the zero-point energies G0, the dissociation
energy relative to the lowest vibrational level D0, and the
dissociation energy relative to the minimum of the potential
energy curve De, respectively.
The values quoted in the first row for the electronic spec-
troscopic experiments of Colbourn et al.95 are those we have
obtained in Eq. 25 of the preceding section. There, we also
gave the uncertainties in these values that follow from the
experimental uncertainties and we explained the reasons for
preferring these values to those given by Colbourn et al.95
and subsequently quoted by Huber and Herzberg.34 They
turn out to be quite close to the results of the experimental
work of Martinez et al.,112 listed in the third row of Table X.
These authors determined the lowest levels extremely accu-
rately and determined the Dunham constants essentially from
them.
The experimental value of the zero-point energy G0 in
the first row came directly from the levels of the analytic fit
whereas, in the second row, it was deduced from the values
of Z0= Y00−G0 and Y00
* of the selected polynomial in
Table IX, as discussed in the preceding section. The value of
De in this row was obtained by adding G0 to the experimen-
tal value of D0 see Ref. 94.
The next two rows list the constants obtained from two
of our theoretical potential energy curves, viz., EXTR3c and
EXTR4c. Using any of our other variants would change the
constants very little. For instance, e would change by about
a half of a wavenumber and the dissociation energies D0 fall
in the range from 12 910 to 12 930 cm−1, bracketing the ex-
perimental value 12 920±50 cm−1 of Colbourn et al.95
within the experimental uncertainty. When compared to the
more recent and presumably more accurate experimental
TABLE VIII. Convergence of various expansions of the vibrational levels Gv in terms of powers of v+1 /2
based on nearly exact empirical potential. Energy unit=cm−1.
n Y00
* Y00 Y10 Y20 Y30 MAD
v= 0–2
2 −0.3993 −0.4782 917.587 −11.839 ¯ 0
v= 0–3
2 −0.4334 −0.6708 917.986 −11.982 ¯ 0.0571
3 −0.2945 −0.2998 917.040 −11.411 −0.0951 0
v= 0–4
2 −0.4681 −0.9874 918.516 −12.129 ¯ 0.1414
3 −0.2907 −0.2906 917.015 −11.395 −0.0978 0.0015
4 −0.3016 −0.3086 917.069 −11.440 −0.0844 0
v= 0–8
2 −0.6146 −4.3416 922.142 −12.772 ¯ 1.2754
3 −0.2624 −0.1324 916.724 −11.278 −0.1107 0.0426
4 −0.3068 −0.3214 917.102 −11.461 −0.0793 0.0019
5 −0.2998 −0.3065 917.062 −11.433 −0.0875 0.0001
6 −0.3008 −0.3079 917.067 −11.437 −0.0857 0.0000
7 −0.3007 −0.3078 917.066 −11.436 −0.0859 0.0000
8 −0.3008 −0.3078 917.067 −11.437 −0.0858 0
v= 0–16
2 −0.9645 −35.0775 940.017 −14.456 ¯ 12.2592
3 −0.0869 3.2992 913.198 −10.520 −0.1544 1.1281
4 −0.3813 −0.8876 917.972 −11.773 −0.0400 0.1563
5 −0.2720 −0.1990 916.841 −11.318 −0.1107 0.0229
6 −0.3109 −0.3315 917.127 −11.478 −0.0739 0.0035
7 −0.2970 −0.3018 917.049 −11.421 −0.0917 0.0006
8 −0.3020 −0.3093 917.072 −11.442 −0.0835 0.0001
9 −0.3002 −0.3073 917.065 −11.434 −0.0871 0.0000
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value of Yang et al.94 of 12 953±8 cm−1 see the third row
from the bottom of Table II, the theoretical values for D0
deviate by about 40 and 30 cm−1 for the EXTR3c and
EXTR4c potential curves, respectively.
The Dunham coefficients of our theoretical work based
on EXTR3c potential deviate from the experimental data of
Y00−G0, Y10, Y20, Y30, and Y40 by 0.9, −2.0, 0.4, −0.03, and
4.010−4 cm−1, respectively, which are commensurate with
the deviations in the spectrum discussed in Sec. IV. In this
context, it should be kept in mind that the present theoretical
effort is aimed at the global surface and that no special effort
was made to refine the description of the potential energy
surface near the equilibrium geometry by calculating a
denser array of points in that neighborhood.
The third section of Table X contains data based on other
ab initio work.56,58,71–75 By far the most accurate of them is
that by Ruden et al.,58 which is based on a high-level CC5/
R12 theory including core correlation and relativity correc-
tions. These authors obtained a value of Y10=e that is about
1.8 cm−1 larger than the converged “experimental” value of
917.1 cm−1. The remaining theoretical values correspond to
lower levels of theory and yield e values deviating between
−17 and +39 cm−1 from the experimental result. The only
ab initio calculation reporting the three Dunham coefficients
Y10, Y20, and Y30 is the Møller-Plesset Epstein-Nesbet
MP-EN calculation of Angeli et al.56 It should be noted that
most of the “other theoretical results” listed in Table X do
not consider core-electron correlations and relativity effects
including spin-orbit coupling. These omissions can consid-
erably alter the values of the spectroscopic constants. For
instance, according to Table IV of the preceding paper,2 these
corrections lower the dissociation energy De by about
343 cm−1, and the Dunham expansion of the data in the third
column in Table IV of the present paper leads to a reduction
of the harmonic frequency by 5 cm−1 when the CV+SO
+SR corrections are added to CBS result.
The spectroscopic constants related to the rotational
spectrum of F2 obtained from various sources are compared
in Table XI. Experimental values are available from high-
resolution electronic spectroscopy,95 from high-resolution
stimulated Raman spectroscopy,112 and from low-resolution
spontaneous Raman spectroscopy.117 They are listed in the
first three rows of Table XI. A “mixed” approach, quoted in
the fourth row, has recently been advanced by Pawłowski
et al.121 namely, to combine the experimental value of B0
with the theoretical value of e to calculate Be.
Experimentally, the rotational constants Be and e are
obtained by expanding Bv according to Eq. 17 of Sec. III B.
The Bv are experimentally obtained by the expansion of Eq.
13, as discussed in Sec. V. The internuclear distance, in
turn, is obtained from Be according to Eq. 19.
Theoretically, Bv can also be calculated as an expectation
value according to Eq. 14. The values from the present
TABLE IX. Convergence of various expansions of the experimental vibrational transitions Gv=Gv−G0 in
terms of powers of v+1 /2. Energy unit=cm−1.
n Y00
* Z0=Y00−G0 Y10 Y20 Y30 MAD
v= 0–2
2 −0.3819 −455.8188 917.550 −11.825 ¯ 0
v= 0–3
2 −0.4135 −455.9976 917.921 −11.958 ¯ 0.0530
3 −0.2845 −455.6531 917.042 −11.428 −0.0883 0
v= 0–4
2 −0.4464 −456.2979 918.424 −12.097 ¯ 0.1341
3 −0.2786 −455.6388 917.004 −11.403 −0.0925 0.0023
4 −0.2955 −455.6668 917.088 −11.472 −0.0717 0
v= 0–8
2 −0.5945 −459.7123 922.104 −12.748 ¯ 1.3130
3 −0.2328 −455.3888 916.538 −11.213 −0.1137 0.0633
4 −0.2988 −455.6701 917.101 −11.486 −0.0669 0.0016
5 −0.3028 −455.6786 917.124 −11.502 −0.0623 0.0012
6 −0.2982 −455.6724 917.104 −11.483 −0.0700 0.0011
7 −0.2529 −455.6285 916.946 −11.299 −0.1692 0.0005
8 −0.3604 −455.7113 917.270 −11.735 0.1172 0
v= 0–16
2 −0.9568 −491.4113 940.583 −14.493 ¯ 12.5421
3 −0.0599 −452.1616 913.154 −10.468 −0.1579 0.9850
4 −0.3195 −455.8538 917.364 −11.573 −0.0570 0.0735
5 −0.2705 −455.5452 916.858 −11.369 −0.0887 0.0390
6 −0.3312 −455.7520 917.303 −11.618 −0.0312 0.0159
7 −0.2790 −455.6404 917.010 −11.405 −0.0981 0.0083
8 −0.2867 −455.6520 917.045 −11.436 −0.0854 0.0078
9 −0.3886 −455.7688 917.438 −11.850 0.1176 0.0075
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TABLE X. Comparison of vibrational spectroscopic constants of F2. All energies in cm−1.
Source Y00−G0 Y10=e Y20=−exe Y30=eye Y40=eze G0a D0a Dea
Experimental values
El. sp. best PESb −455.66 917.067 −11.4369 −0.08573 −1.083410−3 455.36
El. sp. direct fitc −455.67 917.104 −11.4835 −0.06997 −1.622310−3 455.37 12 953 13 408
Stim. Raman Ref. 112d 916.929 −11.3221 −0.10572
Present theoretical values
CEEIS3ce −454.78 915.102 −11.0420 −0.09920 −1.203110−3 454.57 12 913 13 368
CEEIS4cf −454.45 914.444 −11.0206 −0.09812 −1.102110−3 454.26 12 921 13 375
Other theoretical values
CC-5/R12 Ref. 58 918.9
CCSDT Ref. 74g 955.5 13 358
ic-MRCI+Q Ref. 74g 916.9 12 851
MkCCSD Ref. 75g,h 915.0 13 466
ic-MRCI Ref. 71g,h 899.7 −12.48 12 019
CASPT3 Ref. 71g,h 920.0 −12.62 11 856
mvtd-2 Ref. 72g,h 915.2 −10.4 12 824
mvtd-2 Ref. 72g,h 916.0 −10.1 12 824
MP-EN Ref. 56g,h 924.4 −10.45 −0.143 14 301
4R RMR CCSDT Ref. 73g,h 911.2 −10.98
aG0=zero-point energy, D0=dissociation energy from G0, and De=dissociation energy from potential curve minimum see text.
bFrom best analytical empirical potential for electronic spectrum. Dunham fit: sixth degree polynomial for the level range 0–8.
cDirect Dunham fit to the high-resolution electronic spectrum: sixth degree polynomial for the level range 0–8.
dFrom stimulated Raman emission spectrum.
eThis work, using the potential energy curve EXTR3c. Dunham fit: sixth degree polynomial for the range 0–8.
fThis work, using the potential energy curve EXTR4c. Dunham fit: sixth degree polynomial for the range 0–8.
gRelativistic corrections not included.
h1s-electrons are not correlated.
TABLE XI. Comparison of rotational spectroscopic constants of F2. Energies in cm−1; distances in Å.
Source Be e ReBa ReVb
Experimental values
Electronic spectroscopy Refs. 34 and 95c 0.890 19 0.013 8 1.411 93
Rotational Raman spectroscopy Ref. 117 0.889 0.011 1.412 9
Stimulated Raman emission Ref. 112 0.889 294 0.012 595 2 1.412 642
Be from experimental B0 and ab initio e Ref. 121 0.889 24 0.012 57 1.412 68
Theoretical values
This work, potential EXTR3cc,d 0.887 84 0.012 4 1.413 8 1.4135
This work, potential EXTR3cc,e 0.888 20 0.012 3 1.413 5 1.4135
CC-5 /R12+relativity, all el. corr. Ref. 58 1.4122
CC-5 /R12+relativity, all el. corr. Ref. 59 1.4118
CCSDT, all el. corr./cc-pCV6Z Ref. 74f 1.4087
ic-MRCI+Q, all el. corr./cc-pCV5Z Ref. 74f 1.4105
FDD-MRC/NEVPT3, cc-pVQZ Ref. 55f,g 1.4129
MRCI, cc-pV5Z Ref. 71f,g 0.888 0.013 6 1.413 7
CASPT3, cc-pV5Z Ref. 71f,g 0.894 0.013 3 1.409 1
mvtd-2, 5s4p3d2f1g basis Ref. 72f,g 0.890 4 0.013 5 1.411 8 1.413
mvtd-2, 5s4p3d2f1g basis Ref. 72f,g 0.891 2 0.013 4 1.411 1 1.413
MP-EN, 7s7p4d3f ANO basis Ref. 56f,g 1.411
4R RMR CCSDT, cc-pVQZ Ref. 73f,g 0.884 0.012 6 1.417 1.416
CBS MkCCSD Ref. 75f,g 1.4134
aCalculated from Be.
bLocation of minimum on the potential energy curve.
cBe calculated by fit to Bv using v+1 /2 to the second order and range v= 0–2.
dBv is calculated by linear regression J= 1–10, see Eq. 24.
eBv is calculated as the expectation value of the wavefunction Eq. 14.
fNonrelativistic calculation.
g1s-electrons are not correlated.
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theoretical work, labeled CEEIS, quoted in the fifth and sixth
rows of Table X differ in this respect and show that the
fourth decimal in Be is affected by this methodological alter-
native. Theoretically, the equilibrium distance can also be
calculated as the position of the minimum on the potential
energy curve and the CEEIS results show that this difference
in definition affects the fourth decimal of the distance in
angstroms.
The close agreement between the values obtained for
these constants by the various experimental and theoretical
approaches shows that all of them are largely determined by
the rotational structure of the lowest three vibrational energy
levels.
VII. SUMMARY
In the present series of three papers, the full theoretical
route from the ab initio quantum-chemical calculation of the
potential energy surface to the entire vibration-rotation spec-
trum has been traversed, without any empirical adjustments,
for the 18 electrons in the ground state of the fluorine mol-
ecule. Electron correlations involving valence electrons were
calculated using the correlation energy extrapolation by in-
trinsic scaling122–126 CEEIS method and the complete-
basis-set limit of these nonrelativistic energies was deter-
mined. Electron correlations involving core electrons, spin-
orbit coupling, as well as scalar relativistic corrections were
accounted for. Spin-spin coupling was deemed negligible
since unpaired spins emerge only upon approaching separa-
tion of the atoms, at which point the large internuclear dis-
tance suppresses these interactions. Also omitted were the
diagonal non-Born-Oppenheimer corrections since previous
work had shown them to be negligible, as discussed in the
concluding section of the preceding paper.2 A novel analyti-
cal form, the even-tempered expansion, was introduced for
the potential energy curve and found to provide a close fit to
the ab initio energies over the entire distance range. With it
the vibration and rotation spectrum was calculated using the
discrete variable representation method.
Earlier investigations by high-resolution electronic spec-
troscopy had established accurate experimental data for the
vibrational levels up to v=22, leaving open the possible ex-
istence of another level near the dissociation limit. The
present theoretical calculation yielded vibrational levels up
to v=23. The mean absolute deviation between the experi-
mental and the theoretical level sets was found to be between
5 and 6 cm−1, the mean absolute deviation for the spacings
between neighboring levels being 2–3 cm−1. The rotational
coefficients Bv were obtained with a mean absolute deviation
of 0.002 cm−1. The rotational coefficients Dv, with an aver-
age deviation of less than 10−6 cm−1, are presumably more
reliable than those deduced from experiment. The calculated
dissociation energy was found to lie within 30 cm−1 of the
experimental one deduced by the spectroscopic work, for
which an error bar of 8 cm−1 was quoted.94
An analysis of the Dunham expansion revealed its excel-
lent convergence for the theoretically calculated spectra and
its sensitivity to the inaccuracies of the experimental spec-
trum. These conclusions lead to a new deduction of the spec-
troscopic constants of F2 from the experimental data, which
yielded new values. The deviation of the theoretical from the
experimental spectroscopic constants is commensurate with
deviations found for the spectral levels.
Test calculations showed that the recovery of the experi-
mental vibrational spectrum with a mean absolute deviation
of under 10 cm−1 is contingent upon inclusion of all the con-
tributions mentioned above: valence and core correlations,
complete basis set extrapolation, spin-orbit coupling, and
scalar relativistic contributions. Otherwise the mean error
was found to increase rapidly by orders of magnitude. This
importance of the higher-order corrections is in agreement
with the observations of other researchers.46,50,127
Vibrational spectra of diatomic molecules probably fur-
nish the most exacting data available for probing energetic
changes along entire reaction paths. They present therefore
good tests for ab initio methods that aim at describing reac-
tion paths. The approach followed here has acquitted itself as
up to the task.
Note added in proof: At about the same time as the
present manuscript was submitted, a calculation of part of
the vibrational spectrum of F2 by Varandas has appeared in
print.128
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